THE BEST TVET DICTIONARY
FOR YOUR STUDENTS

Specially developed for students studying other subjects in English with 40 Reference pages help students improve their academic writing and study skills.

Over 30,000 example sentences show how words are used.

Over 200 diagrams and illustrations make it easier to understand and describe scientific and technical processes.

More words and support for students to study in areas like Business Studies, Computing, Mathematics, Travel and Tourism and much more... in English!

Dictionaries include diagrams.

Middle matter includes letter writing.
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We recognise the power of education to uplift and equip individuals and communities to better their lives. We therefore strive to develop and deliver high quality and affordable educational materials and support, based on the demands of learners, students, teachers and lecturers in Southern Africa.

The Mandela Rhodes Foundation

Oxford University Press South Africa is an educational publisher with over 100 years of experience in South Africa, publishing for schools and higher education.

Based in Cape Town since 1915, we are a South African company that is partly owned by The Mandela Rhodes Foundation.

Together we aim to promote leadership and scholarship in Africa, to benefit present and future generations.

In practice this means that dividends paid by Oxford University Press to The Mandela Rhodes Foundation funds Mandela Rhodes Scholarships – and support South African and African students to study at local universities.

Read more about The Mandela Rhodes Foundation at www.mandelahodhes.org
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DIGITAL AND LECTURER SUPPORT

LEARNING ZONE

FREE LECTURER GUIDE AND ADDITIONAL RESOURCES WITH YOUR PRESCRIBED TEXTBOOK

Your lecturer guide is hosted on our unique online learning platform called Learning Zone. Learning Zone also contains PowerPoint® slides and solutions manuals for all of our Succeed In titles. A convenient place to get all your free additional resources made specifically to increase your students’ marks and save you preparation time.

For further information go to: oxford.co.za/learningzone or for a sales consultant’s contact details please see page 2 of this catalogue.

ZOOM IN

Zoom in is an innovative digital study solution that targets the most critical concepts in each subject, helping learners to reach a full understanding of each concept so that they can conquer difficult exam questions.

Zoom in consists of printed graded practice activities plus a USB card packed with videos, interactive practice activities, simulations, slides and much more.

Covering the major South African subjects for Grades 10–12, in both English and Afrikaans, the Zoom In interactive products are designed to help learners tackle tough exam concepts, giving them the confidence to conquer all their exam questions. Interactive resources are integrated throughout, providing opportunities for self-assessment, as well as increased engagement, leading to deeper understanding of the subject matter.
The Succeed In series has been developed with the TVET learner and lecturer in mind.

The learning material provides learners with the necessary theoretical knowledge to write their exams and the practical application to enter the workplace confidently. The series makes use of case studies and real-life examples to link theory to industry in a clear, relatable way.

All of the titles in the series grant lecturers and learners access to additional digital content on the Learning Zone. The Learning Zone makes it possible for lecturers to track their learners’ progress and getting immediate feedback on formative assessments.

Developed for the NATED TVET student, the Succeed In series links theory to industry, building skills while meeting the requirements of the current syllabus in an accessible way.

Learning outcomes are listed at the beginning and reviewed again in summary form at the end of each chapter. Information is presented visually, with Case Studies, Real World documents and Did You Know boxes linking theory to industry and bringing the content to life. Key Terms on relevant pages and a Glossary are included. Key Points highlight core information, helping students study. Power Break activities and assessment questions at the end of each chapter provide test and exam practice.

The Succeed In series provides students with the necessary theoretical knowledge to write their exams and the practical application to enter the workplace confidently.

Epubs are available on request for all titles.

REAL TRAINING
Having only one learning solution does not work in a diverse learning environment. Through research and experience we have become experts in learning and teaching and we would like to work with lecturers to achieve future success through blended learning options for the millennial generation student. Students need tools that speak to them in their language and engage them in their learning.

REAL LIFE
Our learning materials have been developed to help students enter the workplace confidently, with real-life examples and case studies to smooth the transition from theory to practice. We continually research and communicate with the market to ensure we offer products that add value to the lecturer and student.

REAL SUCCESS
Doing well in an exam is only the first step in achieving real success. Tried and tested support materials such as expertly written textbooks and innovative resources will pave the way for a fulfilling career.
LOOK INSIDE THE BOOK

Written according to the latest syllabus and/or reviewed by TVET lecturers.

Exam help: exam practice questions at the end of every module and a mock exam at the end of the book.

Practice: multiple activities and worked examples to help learners solidify the new content.

Link to the real world: QR codes provide additional information or example of how content is used in the real world.

Excerpts from Electrical Trade Theory N1 (9780190741402)
**NEW TITLES FOR THE REVISED NATED SYLLABUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Approval Status</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>ISBNs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>N1</strong></td>
<td><strong>APPROVED</strong></td>
<td>Electrical Trade Theory</td>
<td>S’thembiso Mathonsi and Pearl Zwane</td>
<td>9780190741402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Student Book</td>
<td></td>
<td>9780190741402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lecturer Guide</td>
<td>S’thembiso Mathonsi and Pearl Zwane</td>
<td>9780190751449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N2</strong></td>
<td><strong>APPROVED</strong></td>
<td>Electrical Trade Theory</td>
<td>Richard Nkgapele, Samuel Shabangu and Humbulani Tshililo</td>
<td>9780190742737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Student Book</td>
<td>Richard Nkgapele, Samuel Shabangu and Humbulani Tshililo</td>
<td>9780190742737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lecturer Guide</td>
<td>Richard Nkgapele, Samuel Shabangu and Humbulani Tshililo</td>
<td>9780190731922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N4</strong></td>
<td><strong>APPROVED</strong></td>
<td>Electrical Trade Theory</td>
<td>S’thembiso Mathonsi and Pearl Zwane</td>
<td>9780190741402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lecturer Guide</td>
<td>S’thembiso Mathonsi and Pearl Zwane</td>
<td>9780190751449</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**N5** | **APPROVED**  | Electrotechnics N5           | Frikkie O’Connel                 | 9780190730475                              |
|       |               | Student Book                  |                                  | 9780190730475                              |
|       |               | Lecturer Guide                |                                  | 9780190736897                              |

**N6** | **COMING SOON** | Electrotechnics N6           | Frikkie O’Connel                 | 9780190747039                              |
|       |                 | Student Book                  |                                  | 9780190747039                              |
|       |                 | Lecturer Guide                |                                  | 9780190746407                              |

#SWITCH to **SUCCEED IN** ENGINEERING!
NATED ENGINEERING

### ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS

**ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS N1**

- Author: Stefan Els
- 240 pages | SB 9780190740726
  - @ 9780190765675

**ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS N2**

- Author: Stefan Els
- 240 pages | SB 9780190731977
  - @ 9780190765682

**ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS N3**

- Author: Stefan Els
- 240 pages | SB 9780190742287
  - @ 9780190765699

**ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS N1**

- Author: Clem Kadima
- 96 pages | LG 9780190751562

**ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS N2**

- Author: Clem Kadima
- 96 pages | LG 9780190732646

**ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS N3**

- Author: Clem Kadima
- 240 pages | LG 9780190739881

- Packed with exercises and worked examples for exam readiness
- Comprehensive lecturer support with mock exam
- Videos and real-world examples to link theory to industry

**Learning Zone resources:**
- PowerPoint® slides
- Lecturer guide
- Solutions manual

---

FOR OUR FULL PRICE LISTS VISIT OUR WEBSITE: [www.oxford.co.za/page/80](http://www.oxford.co.za/page/80)

OR CONTACT OUR CUSTOMER SERVICES DEPARTMENT ON TEL +27 (0)21 596 2300 OR EMAIL OXFORD.ZA@OUP.COM
SCIENCE

ENGINEERING SCIENCE N1

Author: Preetha Idicheria
192 pages
SB 9780190750442
@ 9780190765644

ENGINEERING SCIENCE N2

Author: Herman de Bruin
192 pages | A4 Pantone
SB 9780190732325
@ 9780190765651

ENGINEERING SCIENCE N3

Author: Preetha Idicheria
192 pages | A4 Pantone
SB 9780190748968
@ 9780190765668

ENGINEERING SCIENCE N1

Author: Preetha Idicheria
96 pages
LG 9780190747527

ENGINEERING SCIENCE N2

Author: Herman de Bruin
96 pages | A4 B&W
LG 9780190742980

ENGINEERING SCIENCE N3

Author: Stefan Els
96 pages | A4 B&W
LG 9780190730598

• Packed with exercises and worked examples for exam readiness
• Comprehensive lecturer support with mock exam
• Videos and real-world examples to link theory to industry

Learning Zone resources:
→ PowerPoint® slides

FOR OUR FULL PRICE LISTS VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.oxford.co.za/page/80
OR CONTACT OUR CUSTOMER SERVICES DEPARTMENT ON TEL +27 (0)21 596 2300 OR EMAIL OXFORD.ZA@OUP.COM
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

ELECTRICAL TRADE THEORY [N1]
Authors: S’tembiso Zwelihle Mathonsi & Ntombifuthi Pearl-Rose Zwane
176 pages
SB 9780190741402
@ 9780190734855

ELECTRICAL TRADE THEORY [N2]
Authors: Richard Nkgapele, Humbulani Tshililo & Samuel Shabangu
186 pages | A4 Pantone
SB 9780190742737
@ 9780190743475

ELECTRICAL TRADE THEORY [N1]
Authors: S’tembiso Zwelihle Mathonsi & Ntombifuthi Pearl-Rose Zwane
72 pages
LG 9780190751449

ELECTRICAL TRADE THEORY [N2]
Authors: Richard Nkgapele, Humbulani Tshililo & Samuel Shabangu
98 pages
LG 9780190731922

- Written according to the updated 2020 syllabus
- Full colour
- Step-by-step worked examples that the lecturer will use to explain important concepts to the students.
- Activities, end of module exam practise, take note boxes and a mock exam paper prepares students for class tests and the final exam.
- QR codes provide links to videos where concepts are explained visually.

Learning Zone resources:
→ PowerPoint® slides

FOR OUR FULL PRICE LISTS VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.oxford.co.za/page/80
OR CONTACT OUR CUSTOMER SERVICES DEPARTMENT ON TEL +27 (0)21 596 2300 OR EMAIL OXFORD.ZA@OUP.COM
Industrial Electronics

- Written according to the updated 2020 syllabus
- Full colour
- Focus on plain language with Key Terms that summarise key concepts and new subject terminology where they are used.
- Step-by-step worked examples that the lecturer will use to explain important concepts to the students.
- Activities, end of module exam practise, take note boxes and a mock exam paper prepares students for class tests and the final exam.
- QR codes provide links to videos where concepts are explained visually

Learning Zone resources: 
→ PowerPoint® slides

FOR OUR FULL PRICE LISTS VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.oxford.co.za/page/80
OR CONTACT OUR CUSTOMER SERVICES DEPARTMENT ON TEL +27 (0)21 596 2300 OR EMAIL OXFORD.ZA@OUP.COM

ELECTROTECHNICS N4
Author: Frikkie O’Connell
174 pages
SB 9780190730895
@ 9780190748999

ELECTROTECHNICS N5
Author: Herman de Bruin
192 pages | A4 Pantone
SB 9780190730475
@ ePUB coming soon

ELECTROTECHNICS N6
Author: Preetha Idicheria
192 pages | A4 Pantone
SB 9780190730895
@ ePUB coming soon

ELECTROTECHNICS N4
Author: Frikkie O’Connell
112 pages
LG 9780190745141

ELECTROTECHNICS N5
Author: Herman de Bruin
96 pages | A4 B&W
LG 9780190736897

ELECTROTECHNICS N6
Author: Stefan Els
96 pages | A4 B&W
LG 9780190746407

FOR OUR FULL PRICE LISTS VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.oxford.co.za/page/80
OR CONTACT OUR CUSTOMER SERVICES DEPARTMENT ON TEL +27 (0)21 596 2300 OR EMAIL OXFORD.ZA@OUP.COM

TVET ENGINEERING CATALOGUE
REFERENCES AND RESOURCES

MATHEMATICS

TEACHING MATHEMATICS: FOUNDATION TO SENIOR PHASE

Content editors: K Luneta & D Siemon
Authors: S Adendorff, S Hobden, J Makonye, M van der Walt, R Paulsen, S van Putten, Z Jooste, A Roux, P Austin, J Fransman & L Kaino

Teaching Mathematics 2e is the first South African text on mathematics methodology. It has a unique structure that takes readers through the stages of how learners learn mathematics and how to teach mathematics, before drilling down to the specific themes by age group. The book provides practical pedagogy that will connect student teachers to the bigger picture of mathematics, and shows them how to communicate mathematically.

416 pages
9780190417390

SCIENCE

TEACHING SCIENCE: FOUNDATION TO SENIOR PHASE

Editors: ML Botha & R Gregson
Authors: ML Botha, SJ du Plooy, L Meiring, AV Mudau & N Nkopodi

Teaching Science: Foundation to Senior Phase engages students in science learning by connecting theory to practice and demonstrating practice through in-depth investigations. Part 1 of this text focuses on building knowledge of theory for teaching science to children from early childhood through to the intermediate and senior phase, with an array of activities for preservice teachers to practise. Part 2 connects the experiments to the theory.

288 pages
9780190400453
@ 9780190409289

COMMUNICATION

COMMUNICATION FOR BEGINNERS

Content editor: G Collins
Authors: Middleton Horn, T Luthuli and R Pather

Effective communication is a priority for all engineers who have to manage the constant flow of information, both oral and written. This South African textbook offers a functional and practical approach to support students in the development of essential communication skills.

608 pages
9780199042944
@ 9780199078141
Zoom in Mathematical Literacy Grade 10 consists of worksheets and exam-type questions with answers and downloadable, worked-out solutions, plus a USB card packed with offline digital learning content containing slides, videos, animations, simulations and interactive practice activities.

Concepts covered:
- Measurement
- Interest
- Scale, plans and maps
- Shapes
- Graphs
- VAT and tariffs

Zoom in Mathematical Literacy Grade 11 consists of worksheets and exam-type questions with answers and downloadable worked-out solutions, plus a USB card packed with offline digital learning content containing slides, videos, animations, simulations and interactive practice activities.

Concepts covered:
- Measurement: Conversion
- Measurement: Application
- Financial documents
- Banking
- Small business finance
- Data handling
- Meting

Zoom in Mathematical Literacy Grade 12 consists of workbook with worksheets, exam-type questions and answers, as well as a USB drive. The digital learning component includes videos, animations, simulations, games, slide shows and interactive activities with immediate feedback.

Concepts covered:
- Complex conversions
- Area and volume calculations
- Loans and investments
- Financial graphs and tables
- Income tax
- Data handling
- Probability
ZOOM IN MATHEMATICS GRADE 10

Authors: Wouter Theron, Dominique Dumont & Hanlie Viljoen

96 pages
9780190419936
Also available in Afrikaans:
9780190417604

Zoom in Mathematics Grade 10 consists of printed graded practice activities plus a USB card packed with offline digital learning objects, including slides, teaching videos, animations, simulations and interactive practice activities.

Concepts covered:
- Algebraic fractions
- Exponents
- Functions
- Trigonometry
- Euclidean geometry
- Measurement

ZOOM IN MATHEMATICS GRADE 11

Authors: Wouter Theron, Dominique Dumont & Fiona Heany

96 pages
9780195989045
Also available in Afrikaans:
9780190720667

Zoom in Mathematics Grade 11 consists of a workbook with worksheets, exam-type questions and answers, as well as a USB drive. The digital learning component includes videos, animations, simulations, games, slide shows and interactive activities with immediate feedback.

Concepts covered:
- Exponents surds and algebraic fractions
- Algebraic functions
- Trigonometric functions
- Trigonometry
- Geometry
- Probability

ZOOM IN MATHEMATICS GRADE 12

Authors: Lise Fourie, Hanna-Marie Smuts & Johanna S Dorfling

96 pages
9780190720940

Zoom in Mathematics Grade 12 consists of a workbook with worksheets, exam-type questions and answers, as well as a USB drive. The digital learning component includes videos, animations, simulations, games, slide shows and interactive activities with immediate feedback.

Concepts covered:
- Patterns, sequences and series
- Functions and inverse functions (including polynomials)
- Functions (Exponential & Logarithmic)
- Finance, grow and decay
- Trigonometry
- Differential calculus
- Analytical geometry
- Euclidean Geometry
ZOOM IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE GRADE 10

Authors: V Agamburram, JS Dorfling, W Horn & H Smuts

96 pages
9780190417758

Zoom in Physical Sciences Grade 10 consists of a workbook with worksheets, exam-type questions and answers, as well as a USB drive. The digital learning component included videos, animations, simulations, games, slide shows and interactive activities with immediate feedback.

Concepts covered:
- Atomic theory
- Waves
- Electric circuits
- Mole concept and stoichiometry
- Vectors
- Motion in 1D

ZOOM IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE GRADE 11

Authors: J Dorfling, L Fourie, H Smuts & M van der Merwe

96 pages
9780190720216

Zoom in Physical Sciences Grade 11 consists of a workbook with worksheets, exam-type questions and answers, as well as a USB drive. The digital learning component included videos, animations, simulations, games, slide shows and interactive activities with immediate feedback.

Concepts covered:
- Newton’s laws
- Molecular structure
- Stoichiometry
- Electrostatics
- Electric circuits
- Acid-base and redox reactions

ZOOM IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE GRADE 12

Authors: Johanna Dorfling, Lise Fourie, Hanna-Mari Smuts

96 pages
9780190720094

Zoom in Physical Sciences Grade 12 consists of a workbook with worksheets, exam-type questions and answers, as well as a USB drive. The digital learning component included videos, animations, simulations, games, slide shows and interactive activities with immediate feedback.

Concepts covered:
- Vertical projectile motion (1D)
- Work, energy and power
- Chemical equilibrium
- Acids and bases
- Electric circuits
- Electrochemical reactions
OXFORD ADVANCED LEARNER’S DICTIONARY

*Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary* 10th edition builds English vocabulary better than ever before and leads the way to more confident, successful communication in English.

The *Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary* is the world’s bestselling advanced-level dictionary for learners of English.

- Over 60,000 words, 79,000 phrases, 89,000 meanings and 109,000 examples
- 1000+ NEW words and meanings (chatbot, fake news, microplastic, woke)
- Oxford 3000™ and Oxford 5000™ keywords graded by CEFR level
- OPAL™ (Oxford Phrasal Academic Lexicon) teaches academic keywords
- Visual Vocabulary Builder including NEW illustrations for topic vocabulary
- Oxford Speaking Tutor and iSpeaker prepare you for exams and presentations – UPDATED iSpeaker
- Oxford Writing Tutor and iWriter help you plan, write and review your written work – UPDATED iWriter
- Teaching resources including 50 NEW vocabulary worksheets and NEW and revised lesson plans available online
- Organised by theme to help you find words easily and build vocabulary
- Accurate definitions supported by clear diagrams, tables and equations to make concepts easy to understand
- Pronunciation guidance for words not usually covered in school dictionaries

ISBN 9780194798617

---

OXFORD MATHEMATICS DICTIONARY

- 192 pages
- 9780199041657
- Organised by theme to help you find words easily and build vocabulary
- Accurate definitions supported by clear diagrams, tables and equations to make concepts easy to understand

OXFORD PHYSICAL SCIENCES DICTIONARY

- 288 pages
- 9780199041664
- Organised by theme to help you find words easily and build vocabulary
- Accurate definitions supported by clear diagrams, tables and equations to make concepts easy to understand

COMING SOON

OXFORD PHYSICAL SCIENCES DICTIONARY

- 288 pages
- 9780199041664
- Organised by theme to help you find words easily and build vocabulary
- Accurate definitions supported by clear diagrams, tables and equations to make concepts easy to understand
- Pronunciation guidance for words not usually covered in school dictionaries
POSTERS

ENGINEERING

ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS
9780190414108

ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS
9780190419714

CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
9780190422868

COMPONENTS OF ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS
9780190428761

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
9780190443214

MAGNETISM
9780190421175

FOR OUR FULL PRICE LISTS VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.oxford.co.za/page/80
OR CONTACT OUR CUSTOMER SERVICES DEPARTMENT ON TEL +27 (0)21 596 2300 OR EMAIL OXFORD.ZA@OUP.COM
EMERGENCE OF MANUFACTURING: ITS CONTEXT AND OUTCOMES

Content editor: J Conroy
352 pages
LG 9780190412541
CEO 9780190403263

Emergence of Manufacturing: Its Context and Outcomes presents an overview of the manufacturing sector in South Africa, including its history, evolution, and current landscape. The book discusses the role of manufacturing in the country’s economic development and highlights its contribution to job creation and skills development. It also examines the challenges faced by the sector and offers potential solutions for sustainability and growth.

Learning Zone resources:
- Lecturer resources
  - PowerPoint® slides
- Learner resources
  - Tutor’s guide including teaching suggestions, additional activities and suggested answers per chapter

FOR OUR FULL PRICE LISTS VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.oxford.co.za/page/80
OR CONTACT OUR CUSTOMER SERVICES DEPARTMENT ON TEL +27 (0)21 596 2300 OR EMAIL OXFORD.ZA@OUP.COM
INCLUSIVE EDUCATION: AN AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE

Content editors: J Condy & N Phasha
Authors: EF Akinsola, R Chireshe, O Maguvhe, FD Mahlo, M Mhaka-Mutepfa, SM Molosiwa, PP Monyatsi, JMC Motitswe, M Mukwambo, S Ntshangase, DM Runo, M Taole, J Tchatchoueng & LDN Tlale

The book engages with thinking about inclusive education, challenging readers to evaluate the current inclusive education philosophies and policies from an African perspective and identifying limitations within current approaches. It engages with African worldviews, epistemologies and values as a means of creating space for effective and culturally sensitive ways of implementing the vision of inclusive education.

TEACHING WITH ICT

Content editor: J Hardman
Authors: C Dumas, R Dlamini, N Madhav, A Molotsi & S Simelane
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